Headphones

Hear nothing but first class sound
Philips Fidelio NC1 noise cancelling headphones

Journey into sound
Every discerning traveler knows that it is the journey that matters, not the destination. Life is just one
continuous voyage, whether you’re leaving on a jet plane, hitting the road or tracks, or arriving home.
Whatever your chosen mode of travel – on or off the beaten track – all expeditions come with their
own inevitable cacophony. From the hubbub of fellow commuters and announcements to the drone
of engines, it’s an orchestra without a conductor, relentless yet oblivious to its very audience.
The most effective – and pleasurable – respite from this commotion is music: your personal
soundtrack to all of your life’s journeys.

Hear nothing but
first class sound
Introducing the Philips Fidelio NC1 headphones and your passport to true high fidelity
sound – untainted by noise.
Enjoy Fidelio’s signature balanced and richly detailed sound that is kept dynamically
pristine, thanks to superior noise cancellation technology. Every detail of the NC1’s design
– from construction to finishing – is about ensuring an exceptional listening experience
in pure comfort – no matter where or how you travel. Premium materials and exacting
craftsmanship create a timelessly stylish aesthetic that is effortless in its authenticity.
The result of our own enduring quest for sound perfection, the Fidelio NC1 is the ideal
sound companion for any long haul or daily commute. The only thing you need to
complete your travel experience is your favorite music.

Superior
noise cancellation
What sets the Fidelio NC1 apart from the competition is
its hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) proficiency.
The NC-1 uses a feed-forward and feed-backward ANC
solution, which features 4 microphones implemented
inside and outside the ear cans that capture noise
for advanced processing. This combination ensures
cancellation over a wide yet deep frequency range for
optimized music enjoyment in any environment.
Unlike other noise cancellation headphones, the NC1
keeps delivering high fidelity sound even when the
battery runs out. So while all journeys must come to an
end, your Fidelio sound experience doesn’t have to.

High fidelity sound
without compromise
The Fidelio sound promise is about delivering natural and dynamic sound that is true to the original
recording and marked by rich bass, natural mid-range and clear highs.
With the Fidelio NC1 headphones, this unmistakable sound signature is never compromised – whether
the Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) is on or off. Whatever environment you are in, every acoustic
note and nuance comes through clearly – thanks to precision engineering and high definition 40mm
neodymium drivers.
Tune in to your very own personal concert and tune out the world – as you wish. Turn off the ANC
and you’re instantly connected with your surroundings. Plus, smart features like microphone with
in-line control allow you to switch easily from music to phone calls, with ANC to ensure crystal clear
conversations. When you’re ready, just hit ‘Play’ and re-immerse in sound perfection.

Styled for
sound travel
The Fidelio NC1 headphones are designed for discerning music lovers and travelers who appreciate the
finer details in life.
Inspired by luxury design, the Fidelio NC1 articulates a distinct yet authentic style statement. Quality
materials like aluminum and rubber impart the NC1 with its signature slim and lightweight yet superbly
comfortable and secure architecture. Its sleek and seamless headband design makes it compact and
convenient but also enduringly elegant. A carefully selected color palette completes the NC1’s refined
sophistication and matches any individual’s personal style and look.
No matter where you go, you’ll be traveling first class – all the way.

Crafted for
ease and comfort
Ergonomics meets stylish portability in the Fidelio NC1 – effortlessly and seamlessly. Every detail is thoughtfully
designed with your ease and comfort in mind, through every stage of your journey.
A pleasure to wear, the NC1’s precision-crafted form-fitting design features an innovative quarter hinge that
keeps its structure super slim and lightweight. Memory foam ear-pads feature breathable materials to disperse
pressure and heat build-up, while the durable yet ﬂexible headband with soft inner rubber ensures longwearing comfort.
Whatever your travel mode, the NC1’s smart dual-fold construction allows for ﬂexible storage options, making it
a breeze to pack. It also comes with a sleek travel case and airline adaptor, plus long-lasting battery life, making it
not only the ideal but also essential travel companion for every journey.

Features
40mm high definition drivers
Utilizing high power neodymium magnets, these advanced
drivers deliver true high definition sound in a wide dynamic
range. Hear every single detail, naturally and perfectly balanced.
Standalone acoustic chamber
With active noise cancellation, every sound detail is precisely
isolated by the standalone chamber so it remains unaffected
by components. The result is pristine sound clarity without any
compromise.
Tuned frequency response
Enjoy sound that’s faithful to the original recording, thanks to
extensive research into your listening preferences and processes,
which led the precision engineering of the NC1 headphones.
Superior noise cancellation
Using feed-forward and feed-backward active noise cancellation,
4 microphones capture noise for advanced processing. Enjoy
noise elimination over a wide yet deep frequency range in any
environment.
Consistent high fidelity sound
Specially tuned and engineered to always deliver optimal high
performance sound, the NC1 allows you to enjoy high fidelity
sound in any environment, whether the ANC is on or off.

Zero hiss
Hiss is the electronic noise usually heard when wearing
headphones with the ANC on. The NC1’s hybrid ANC technology
greatly minimizes hiss, leaving your listening enjoyment
uninterrupted by any noise.
Smart power solution
Unlike most noise cancellation headphones, the NC1 keeps you
on your sound journey even after the battery runs out. Just turn
off the ANC and continue to enjoy high fidelity sound wherever
you go.
Memory foam cushion
The NC1’s ear cushions are crafted with premium memory
foam that will fit itself perfectly to the shape of your ears,
providing ideal ergonomic fit and enhanced noice cancellation
performance.
Multi-way folding
Great style meets smart design with the NC1’s slim, compact and
lightweight construction that folds multiple ways, making it the
perfect travel companion.
In-line control and mic
Switch easily between music and phone calls, and enjoy
communication in crystal clear sound even in bustling
environments – thanks to the NC1’s superb noise cancellation
technology.
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